
San Diego FAASTeam presents:

Pacific Coast Flyers Presents - Resolving Medical Certificate

Issues



Many pilots are prepared to give up their flying
privileges after a heart attack or other medical
event. They mostly read stories where things go
badly with the FAA and are intimidated by fear of
high costs, confusion, and disappointment.
Our 3 speakers will provide information and
personal stories to show pilots that a renewed
medical is obtainable even if you do not have
thousands of dollars to spend.  We want to help
you work smarter, not harder.
Our 3 presenters are:
Jim Lancon:  Suffered Angina last summer.  No
heart attack.  A stint was placed into his coronary
artery.  Jim has submitted paperwork via
appropriate channels and is working to get his
medical back.
David Modic:  Suffered heart attack.  Has a stint
and has re-established his medical via special
issuance.
Greg Dunn:  Has suffered several heart attacks. 
Has just regained his medical via special
issuance after several years flying under the LSA
rules.
Directions: The meeting will be held at the Palomar Airport
Administration Building which is the first structure on the left
as you enter the airport property. Please proceed past the
building to the main parking lot which is down a short grade
on the left.
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A message from the National FAASTeam Manager
Invite a fellow pilot to the next WINGS Safety Seminar in your area.

Sign up for the FAA's safety services at www.FAASafety.gov!

The FAA Safety Team (FAASTeam) is committed to providing equal access to this meeting/event for all participants. If you need
alternative formats or services because of a disability, please communicate your request as soon as possible with the person in the

“Contact Information” area of the meeting/event notice. Note that two weeks is usually required to arrange services.


